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ABSTRACT
We apply an asynchronous interpolation model (AIM) to line spectral frequency trajectories. AIM represents speech transition features as crossfading between basis vector features, governed by
individual interpolation weights per feature component. Basis vectors are initialized from demiphone labels, and then optimized using a local reconstruction error. Using a small diphone acoustic inventory, we reduce the number of parameters by using dimensionreduced latent space weights and a vector quantized pool of basis
vectors. The highest compression rate of 1:11 resulted in a log
spectral distortion of 4.83 dB.
1. INTRODUCTION
The capabilities of mobile electronic devices are continuously expanding due to improvements in hardware design and manufacturing. Cell phones run complex ofﬁce productivity software, audio
and video players, and Internet browsers. Speech technologies are
highly desirable in mobile units, especially for hands-off, eyes-off
tasks. Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis systems allow the user to
receive information by listening rather than reading. Today’s most
natural sounding TTS systems are based on the concatenative synthesis approach, which uses a multitude of pre-recorded speech
chunks (a contiguous section of natural speech) of a single speaker,
stored in an acoustic inventory (AI), to stitch together a new output signal. The quality of the resulting speech relates directly to
the size of the database, because the larger the chunks, the fewer
the number of concatenation points at which audible artifacts can
occur. Moreover, when the prosodic space is not covered by the
acoustic inventory, prosodic modiﬁcation becomes necessary, further degrading the speech signal. Alternatively, the formant synthesis approach does not sound very natural, but it is compact in
size, gives full prosodic and spectral control over the speech signal, and is highly intelligible. Statistical synthesis approaches have
emerged that use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) analysis and synthesis techniques to generate speech waveforms that are compact
and easily trainable, but are still below the concatenative synthesis
approach in quality.
With the price of storage continually decreasing, concatenative
systems with large AIs have become feasible on personal computers and servers. However, the implementation of such systems
on embedded hardware is proving costly because of the memory
requirements ranging from tens to thousands of megabytes. Since
the perceived quality of a concatenative TTS system increases with
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increasing AI size, a compression technology for AIs would be extremely useful for any storage-limited device (e. g. bluetooth headsets). Another requirement of mobile devices is that the speech
generation algorithm must not be CPU-intensive.
No existing speech compression algorithms exists that is specifically designed to compress an AI, which differs from general
speech coding in several respects:
• An AI contains speech from a single speaker in acoustically constant and noise-free conditions. General purpose
speech coders, however, are designed to work with a variety
of speakers and environments.
• An algorithm designed expressly for the compression of an
AI can be computationally complex during ofﬂine encoding, as long as decoding is sufﬁciently fast. The algorithm
can also capitalize on the availability of the complete and
random-access dataset. In contrast, typical speech coders
must provide very low latency and are thus limited to realtime encoding, working on very short signals at a time.
• A high-quality AI contains information in addition to the
speech waveform. At a minimum, the speech is segmented
and labeled phonetically, but the inventory may also contain prosodic features and pitch marks. The AI also has the
close acoustic match property, which means that the units are
recorded to be maximally compatible in the sense that their
concatenation with each other reduces audible spectral discontinuities as much as possible. This additional structure
and information is extremely advantageous for compression.
In addition, researchers have attempted to improve the problem of
audible discontinuities in concatenative synthesis, by interpolating in the formant, waveform, or suitable linear predictive coding
domains [e. g. 1, 2, 3, 4]. Commonly, these approaches neither
increase synthesis ﬂexibility nor address the issue of compactness.
To address these issues, we propose the Asynchronous Interpolation Model (AIM), whose important advantages include (1) a
signiﬁcant reduction in storage requirements, making use of the
special properties of an AI, and (2) elimination of concatenation
errors, because speech units of the acoustic inventory have identical representations at concatenation points.
2. AIM FORMULATION
The core idea of AIM is to describe a speech region by the varying
degrees of inﬂuence of preceding and following acoustic events.
Previously, we represented a short region (on the order of 5–10 ms)
of speech by synthesizing from several non-overlapping feature
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Fig. 1: Transition Tk from acoustic event region uk to uk+1 under
AIM, for N = 2. Top pane shows feature streams, basis vectors,
and their associated acoustic event regions. The dotted line represents the acoustic event region boundary. Bottom pane shows associated interpolation weights. Features and interpolation weights
are shown as continuous values for the sake of clarity.

subsets, each of which were computed by asynchronous interpolation (i. e. one interpolation weight per subset) of left and right
neighboring basis vector features. The locations of basis vectors were associated with particular acoustic event regions such
as a phonemes, allophones, or more specialized units, and may
contain additional information about phonetic and prosodic context [5, 6, 7, 8]. In this work, we (1) extend the notion of nonoverlapping feature subsets to using a special matrix that optimally associates dimension-reduced latent space weights with feature components, and (2) reduce the number of basis vectors by
clustering.
Consider a short speech waveform signal that has been divided
into M feature frames. Additionally, the location and identity of
K acoustic event regions (e. g. phonemes) u1 , u2 , . . . , uK associated with the speech signal are known. Given a suitable speech
codec, let the short-term speech signal X at frame m be modeled
by a N -dimensional feature vector f [m]. Using a strict diphone
assumption, each nth component, or stream, of the feature vector
f at frame m is
fn [m] = (1 − wn [m]) · bkn + wn [m] · bk+1
, ∀m ∈ Tk
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Fig. 2: Optimizing basis vector bk . The locations of neighboring
basis vectors bk−1 and bk+1 are ﬁxed, while the best location for
the interior basis vector will be determined by minimizing a reconstruction error within the associated acoustic event region uk (dotted lines represent the acoustic event region boundaries). Original
feature streams f and raw interpolation weights w are shown with
solid, clipped interpolation weights w̃ and reconstructed feature
streams f̃ in dashed linestyles. We see that the current location of
bk results in a clipped f˜1 trajectory (because weights are restricted
to be within the range [0, 1), where as the location of bk∗ , shown
as dashed line, would reproduce the original trajectory faithfully.

(1)

th

and
are the n components of the basis vectors
where
associated with immediately neighboring acoustic events uk and
uk+1 , and wn [m] is the nth interpolation weight at frame m, desired to be in the interval [0, 1]. The variable Tk denotes the set
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of frames associated with the transition from basis vector bk to
bk+1 . Figure 1 illustrates the concept.
Other researchers have also represented speech as an interpolation between vectors (e. g. temporal decomposition [9]). Our
method differs since we associate basis vectors with a phonemic and prosodic context, and interpolation is carried out asynchronously (i. e. there are several distinct interpolation weight trajectories). Compared to AIM, using an HMM for speech synthesis
appears to suffer from several disadvantages, namely (1) the assumption of conditional independence of successive observations
is inappropriate for speech (although ameliorated by the usage of
delta features), (2) the reliance on relatively large amounts of training data to capture temporal evolution, (3) mathematically complex solutions for trajectory generation [Toda04], and (4) asynchronicity of the data can not be modeled. Whereas an HMM
focuses on modeling speech trajectories by dividing them into a
sequence of synchronous probabilistic observations, AIM places
basis vectors at the beginning and ending of acoustic events and
uses asynchronous interpolation weights to explicitly model the
transition.

(1, 1, 1)

The search for the best basis vector location of bk is performed
over all frames bounded by the associated acoustic event region uk
and other basis vectors within that region. Figure 2 illustrates the
optimization process (for the case of a single basis vector within
uk ). We repeat this optimization for k = 2, . . . , K − 1, or all interior basis vectors. After all interior basis vectors are consecutively
optimized, we iteratively repeat the entire procedure, since the optimal location of a medial basis vector depends on its neighbors.
This is performed until convergence (usually two or three passes
are sufﬁcient).
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3.4. Latent Space Weights
We re-write the interpolation Equation 1 in vector form

⎡

⎤

(1 − w1 [m]) · bk1 + w1 [m] · bk+1
1
⎢ (1 − w2 [m]) · bk2 + w2 [m] · bk+1
⎥
2
⎥
f [m] = ⎢
..
⎣
⎦
.
k+1
k
(1 − wN [m]) · bN + wN [m] · bN

w3

e1
.

If all of the interpolation weights w[m] are independent, we have
N degrees of freedom in the weights, with all streams moving
asynchronously. At the opposite extreme, if all the weights are
identical, then we have a single degree of freedom in the weights,
with all streams moving synchronously. This is the minimal set
of weights from which to build the stream f [m]. More generally,
the set of weights can be compressed by positing 1 ≤ P ≤ N
independent degrees of freedom that generate the N -dimensional
weights. Maximal compression with synchronous streams corresponds to P = 1.
We approximate the clipped interpolation weights by writing
a dimension-reduced approximation to the full N -dimensional
weights for frame m as

w1

(0, 0, 0)

(3)

Fig. 4: Geometry of weight trajectories. Three-dimensional
weight space with two-dimensional trajectory. The trajectory is
in the plane deﬁned by the diagonal vector e1 , and the vectors
ŵ⊥ [m] orthogonal to it (and all co-planar here).

1
eT1 = √ [1, 1, 1, . . .]
N

We want the dimension-reduced weights ŵ[m] closest in meansquare to the true clipped weights w̃[m] . These are found by principal component analysis on the deviation of the weights from the
hypercube diagonal e1 . First, solve Equation 3 for the true weights
and clip to the interval [0, 1]. Next project out the components
along and orthogonal to the unit diagonal (see Figure 4)

(4)

Λ1

≡

w̃[m] · e1

where Λ1×P [m] are the P -dimensional latent-space weights, and
V T is a P × N matrix. Equation 4 constructs ŵ[m] as an embedding of the P -dimensional latent weights Λ [m] into the N dimensional space of w̃.
Previously we constructed the matrix V T with entries consisting of zeros and ones, hence constraining groups of interpolation
weights to be identical; these groups were chosen by minizing a reconstruction error over a large number of possible non-overlapping
partitions of a given feature set [8]. Here, we discover the appropriate constraints statistically, using principal component analysis
to determine the matrix V T and the latent-space weights Λ[m].
Suppose the feature streams pass through the left and right basis
vectors bk and bk+1 , in the ﬁrst and last frame of a segment respectively. Then, from Equation 3 the weight vector passes through
[0, 0, 0, . . .] and [1, 1, 1, . . .] in those frames. Hence the diagonal of the N -dimensional hypercube forms a convenient geometric
reference for the weight trajectory, from which we measure deviations of the weight vectors. (In fact, for the case of a single weight,
P = 1, the weight trajectory is along along this diagonal.) Figure 4 shows an example trajectory for N = 3, and P = 2. The
example trajectory lies in the 2-dimensional hyperplane deﬁned by
the diagonal of the cube and one direction orthogonal to the diagonal.
This geometric decomposition constrains the matrix V T ; its
ﬁrst row is the unit N -vector along the hypercube diagonal

w⊥ [m]

≡

w̃[m]

w̃1×N [m] ≈ ŵ1×N [m] = Λ1×P [m] VPT×N

.

1 − e1 eT1

(5)

where w̃[m] and w⊥ [m] are N -dimensional row vectors.
Rows 2–P of V T follow from principal component analysis
(PCA) of the deviation weights w⊥ . In practice, we implement
the PCA by singular value decomposition (SVD) on the M × N
matrix of deviation weights
⊥
WM
×N ≡

w⊥ [1]T

w⊥ [2]T

We use SVD to decompose W
W

⊥

⊥

···

w⊥ [M ]T

T

.

(6)

as

= U S V T,

(7)

where S is the N × N diagonal matrix of singular values (one of
which will be identically zero due to the projection orthogonal to
e1 ), and V is the N × N matrix of eigenvectors of the correlation
matrix of the w⊥ [m]. Retaining the leading P − 1 eigenvectors
(columns of V in the N × (P − 1) matrix VP −1 ), we obtain the
trailing P − 1 latent-space weights Λ⊥ by projection
Λ⊥ [m] ≡ w⊥ [m] · VP −1 .
Next, construct the N × P embedding matrix by pre-pending e1
to VP −1
VP = [e1 VP −1 ]
and reconstruct the weights by ŵ[m] from the embedding Equation 4 with Λ[m] = [ Λ1 [m] Λ⊥ [m] ].
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